Nylon-Supported Plasmonic Assay Based on the Aggregation of Silver Nanoparticles: In Situ Determination of Hydrogen Sulfide-like Compounds in Breath Samples as a Proof of Concept.
A procedure for supporting silver nanoparticles (AgNPs) on nylon is proposed. Besides, the membrane has been developed as a solid-phase colorimetric plasmonic sensor for volatile sulfide compounds (VSCs) like H2S, CH3SH, and (CH3)2S. AgNP behavior in the membrane has been studied by UV-vis diffuse reflectance spectrometry, Raman spectrometry, High-resolution transmission electron microscopy (HR-TEM), and Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The sensor responded by changing its color from yellow in absence of VSCs to several orange/brown colors in the function of VSC concentration as occurs in solution; an increase in the hydrodynamic diameter, estimated by both asymmetrical flow field-flow fractionation (AF4) coupled on line to Dynamic light scattering (DLS) detector and batch DLS, is achieved when sulfide is added to the citrate-capped AgNPs. Diffuse reflectance spectrometry and processed digital images obtained with a smartphone have been used as measurements and several transformations for quantitation are proposed; a linear concentration range of hydrogen sulfide from 150 to 1000 ppbv and a detection limit (LOD) of 45 ppbv were achieved, measuring after 10 min of the sensor exposition to the hydrogen sulfide atmosphere (2 L) for humidity percentages between 50 and 96% and room temperature. Satisfactory results in terms of precision (<10%) and selectivity were obtained. The new sensor reported was stable, sensitive, inexpensive, disposable, safe, and user-friendly. Furthermore, it has successfully been applied to determine VSCs expressed as hydrogen sulfide in breath samples (2 L and 250 mL) as a proof of concept. The limit of detection can be improved by increasing the exposition time, if necessary.